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2 February 2002 – Linton arrived in UK as a visitor and 
claimed asylum on 21 February.

18 April 2002 – application was refused.

2003-2009 – As he didn’t know it was possible to do so,  
Linton did not appeal against the refusal. He stopped 
reporting because transport was too expensive and he  
feared deportation and removal. He went underground 
for the next 6 years, experiencing destitution.

February 2009 – Linton contacted a lawyer to make a 
fresh claim. A fee was paid but the lawyer disappeared.

November 2009 – Linton visited another lawyer about 

a fresh claim. No response for 6 months.

August 2011 – Further representations for a fresh asylum 
application made via the Gloucester Law Centre.

April 2012 – Letter received from UK Border Agency 
informing Linton that the further submissions had 
been lost and advising him to re-submit them.

January 2014 – Refusal received in a letter dated 10 
December 2013, stating that his further submissions 
did not amount to a fresh claim.

March 2015 – Linton’s lawyers preparing a fresh claim. 
Case ongoing 13 years after arrival in the UK.

Linton was a student who had just written his ‘O’ level exams in 
Zimbabwe when his family decided that the political situation  
was too dangerous for him to stay, and arranged his departure.

CHRONOLOGY

“I just finished my ‘O’ level, I never even got the 
chance to even find my result....we were  
getting abused and beaten up by the police 
officers even walking in the roads in our 

home area ...I woke up one day in the morning, 
then my dad said we finally got the money ... 

and i got on the plane the same day. 
Funny thing, I was wearing ... my father gave  
me his own shoes, used to wear going out, so I  

can wear them to go to the United Kingdom.”

“When I sat down for the interview:  
‘When you came into this country why  

did you tell us that you came for a holiday, 
why didn’t you tell us you were claiming 

asylum?’ and I don’t know I was scared. The 
guy started shouting at me which, I was so 

scared. I think, it looked like the guy wanted 
to jump over the table and pull me over the 
table... because he was so angry about that.  

i was just about 18 years old”

“i wasn’t living on anything, I used to live, I  
stayed with my sister for a while, then I 

started meeting my other old friends over 
Internet ... I would live with them for maybe a  
week or two ... move onto another friend living  

in their house... then just go and sleep on their 
couches in their lounges... I just keep on going  
that over and over again, over and over again, 
I mean for all my life, it has been going on for 
I mean, I don’t know nearly three, four years”

“Every time they try to apply ... for... asylum you 
always get rejected, rejected, rejected, just a few 
handful people get given the right to stay...  

most of the people I know are still in the same 
situation like me.... and it hasn’t been resolved.”

“so i’m just trying to hold on, to better myself, 
educate myself as well while I’m still waiting  
for their decision at the moment which can  
even take, I dunno, another five or six years  

but there’s nothing I can do about it.”

... there’s no link between United Kingdom 
and Zimbabwe, my father died 2002, the 

same, the same two months when I came 
here, I think the second month I got in this 
country, that’s when my father died, and I’d 

left my mum back home in Zimbabwe, which, 
she died, I think two months ago as well, she 

died as well, so there’s basically nobody ...

“I can give about five different terms what it means to 
me, one is scum, unwanted, unliked, useless, no one’s got 
respect for you at all, and everybody you tell that you’re  
asylum seeker they tend to look on the side, it’s not easy  

to tell somebody you’re asylum seeker, it’s embarrassing, 
you’re the lowest person in the world, you’re nobody.”

“You know Zimbabwe is your country, but you haven’t 
got a choice, it’s your country in your heart, that’s 
where it’s going to stay, nowhere else but in here.”
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